Status of ROLIE Drafts

Stephen Banghart
Core ROLIE Draft, -07 changes

- Front Matter Rework
  - Front matter reorganized and made more concise.

- /.well-known/ registration for Service Document and Category Document
  - In order to follow IETF guidance on URL templates, Service and Category documents are now found at {host} /.well-known/

- Additional IANA registrations
  - Local category and property namespace, additional property registrations.

- Added Privacy Considerations

- Addressed editorial changes from WGLC
Core ROLIE Draft, -08 changes

- Post-WGLC comments integrated
  - Reworked “usage of app:collection” and “usage of atom:feed”
  - Fixed duplicate requirement text in Security Considerations
  - TLS requirement clarifications
  - Section 5.5 (RID) requirement clarifications

- Additional IANA Registrations
  - property:content-id, property:content-published-date, property:content-updated-date

- Assorted editorial changes
Next Steps

- A number of minor (non-normative) changes in -08. WG thoughts on moving forward?

- Any other review/questions/comments?
ROLIE CSIRT Extension

-02 update with minor edits to be posted soon.

Working Group Adoption?

Still looking for recommendations for property/category exposure and necessary link relationships.